Contemporary Christianities
IN THE AMERICAN SOUTH
Six Classes

- Hospitality, Scarcity and Fear in Southern Christianity
- Southern Traditions Revisited I: The Lost Cause and Rattlesnake Religion
- Southern Traditions Revisited I: Washed in the Blood in the Red States and Hurricane Katrina
- Southern Religious Innovations: Megachurches and Southern Catholicism
Six Classes

- Southern Religious Innovations: Christian Homeschoolers and Southern Christian and Gay
- Southern Christianities in Harmony and Conflict
Terms

- Christianities, PLURAL
- Defining the South Religiously and Culturally
- "A Harmony of Christianities in the Now South"
Hospitality: Sharing at the Table of Plenty...and sharing what little you have

“CHRISTIANS IN THE SOUTH MAKE OF HOSPITALITY A CENTRAL VIRTUE, WHICH THEY AGAIN EXPRESS OVERWHELMINGLY THROUGH FOOD”

• Food
• Family
• Moralism
Family & Kinship

“WHO ARE YOUR PEOPLE?”

FRANK HARRINGTON STORY

FINDING A BRIDGE—
STRANGERS NOT MORE
DIFFICULTY OF RACE
Church Food
The No Calorie Zone

“AN ODE TO MY SOUTHERN BAPTIST FOOD ROOTS”
TOO MUCH OF A GOOD THING
KATRINA STORY
Scarcity: the Enduring Southern Problematic

- Matthew 25 Christians
- The Most Christian Region is the most food insecure
- The Rural Agrarian Soul of the South-Family and Neighbor Reliance
- John Egerton and the origins of Southern cooking
Cultural Christianity as Moral Stance

- Matthew 25 Christians
- "I was in prison...."
- Incarceration rate, and use of death penalty.
- Low social safety net... let the churches take care of them.
The problem with banking on charity:
Genuine religious virtue
Scales up poorly
Giver to need mismatch
Responding to Hunger

Society of St. Andrew

Feed America First

Helping with the Harvest to Feed the Hungry

We met Stephanie at our most recent disaster relief trip in Ft. Myers, FL. Stephanie’s husband passed away ten years ago. She is now raising her 5 kids on a single income. Hurricane Irma set them back even more; her landlord wouldn’t agree to fix any damages, including water damage and mold. Her son has extreme asthma, so they had to stay in a shelter for a month until Stephanie was able to find a new place to live. They are now back on their feet, but it’s still tough. Stephanie had been paid a few days before we met her, but after paying bills, she was only left with a mere $50 in her bank account.

I woke up this morning not knowing how I was going to feed my kids this weekend,’ Stephanie said. ‘But then I saw a post online about this free food distribution today. This is such a great help. Thank you so much. Today I’m blessed.’

With the help and partnership of One Can Away, Martin’s Food Mart, Foundation Team Worship Life, and Vincent Community Church, we were able to send over 15,000 lbs. of food to Ft. Myers which helped feed 293 families, a total of 1,124 individuals. To this day, so many of them are still dealing with the aftermath of the hurricane and getting back on their feet. But thanks to all your support, all these families were left with one less thing to worry about. Thanks to you, Stephanie and so many other families got something to eat without having to worry about affording groceries. Thank you so much! Our next disaster relief distribution will be in Victoria, TX in August so stay tuned on how your support helps those still affected by Hurricane Harvey.

We are happy to report that Stephanie and her family
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Three Models of Hospitality

- Love and Resistance — Dissatisfaction with the way things are
  - Room in the Inn
  - Manna House
  - Open Table Nashville
- The Gathered Church
  - Gateway Rescue Mission
  - "Proper Charity"
- The Refuge — an African American church’s Community Development Corporation
Divided by Fear
Hurricane Katrina and Hope

“Stand on your faith, not on your fear.”

“Everything began with the flood”